Agenda item: FC 61/21
WOUGHTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Full Council
Tuesday 13th July 2021
PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To inform council of delegated decisions made and provide a report from the Council
Manager.
RECOMMENDATION:
1. That council notes this report.
2. Council agrees to the advertising and recruitment of:
a. Landscape Operative
b. Advice Worker
c. Café / Fridge coordinator
d. Bank / temp youth team members
MAIN ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS:
As agreed in the previous Full Council (Agenda Item FC 42.21), this is the
monthly report of delegated decisions and a Council Managers report.
September 11th – ‘Tunnel to Tower’ event. Met with representatives from Bucks Fire
and Rescue to discuss this event, where firefighters will be running, in full kit, from
Ashland to CMK and then climbing the Xscape building. They are looking to have
local residents support the event, both through raising awareness and volunteer
support on the day (marshalling, staffing of drink stops, etc.). Email was sent round
requesting names of people who may be interested – some responses received.
Had an online meeting with Alison Davis from MK Hospital (new Chair) regarding a
number of issues – originally around a trustee for the KWWT but became a wider
discussion about where WCC and the hospital might link (on our parish, etc.).
Further meetings to take place around this.
The above both link to the provision of the Blue Light Walk which was discussed last
time – thank you to the people who have registered an interest in being part of the
group to deliver this.
Met with representatives from MKC re: Eaglestone Activity Centre. Reported via the
Resources and Finance Committee last week (see RF 07/21). Work continues on
this.
Following discussions of over a year ago, the project with the Open University
around using technology to support older people within our communities is coming
back to life, following the hiatus caused by the pandemic. The Council Manager has
had two meetings around this, focusing on both some technology that might be
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useful for the council and around data collection and community engagement in the
longer term. More as and when clarification on times / specifics.
Proposal that WCC works in partnership with Mears to provide tenant engagement –
using the trailer on a fortnightly basis across the parish areas where MKC properties
are placed, to enable residents
to meet face-to-face with Mears reps. This would involve WCC transporting and
setting up the trailer, Mears (and potentially local councillors), staffing for 2 hours
and then WCC returning to pack away and return trailer. Proposal is for this to
happen every other Tuesday PM until the end of the year.
Some spending has been authorised – whilst in line with delegated powers and
agreed budgets, worth noting. New engine needed for a mower, which whilst
expensive will mean not replacing the mower until new landscape contract is agreed.
Total cost around £4.5k, plus rental of mower in short term.
Ben Gregory, the Advice Worker, has handed in notice and has left the organisation.
He is heading to Scotland to undertake a masters – we wish him well.
Stuart Rose (Rosey), Landscape Operative, has also left the organisation. This is a
sad loss, and we again wish him all the best in whatever comes next.
There are several vacancies that now need to be filled.
- Advice Worker
- Landscape Operative
- Bank / temp Play Ranger / Youth Workers
There is also a need to revisit the previously agreed Café / Fridge Coordinator role,
as this service comes back into operation. Whilst last year it was not needed, with
the increasing relaxation of restrictions and plans for expanding this provision, the
previously agreed post should also be advertised and appointed to*.
Linked to this is the launch of the Community Larder, which took place on 7 th July –
this is an additional element of the overall food provision within WCC, complimenting
the community fridge by offering a ‘subscription’ service – a weekly fee of around
£3.50 allows a selection of items to a significantly greater value.
Our Youth Team has been successful in getting a ‘Summer of Play’ grant through
the MKC pot, which will enable us to provide both play sessions and food across the
summer holidays. The work done with youth, projects and community team members
and the proposed links with MK College to help deliver this project are to be
commended.
The Community Fridge celebrated a couple of notable milestones –since reopening
after the first lockdown (this was 14th July 2020), the first week of July saw the
4,000th visitor collecting the parcel that included the equivalent of the 100,000th meal.
Over 43 tonnes of food, which has a carbon footprint that is the same as taking
around 40 cars off the road. Congratulations to those who set the fridge up,
supported development and continue to deliver each week.
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The Gazette was delivered first weekend of July – there are some issues which will
need to be addressed with the publishers (the pull out was in the wrong place). The
process of tendering / procurement for the gazette (or similar) was due during the
last year but has been delayed – this is something that will be undertaken prior to
2022/23 financial year.
Three team members have commenced work on evaluating the potential for a
heritage / arts trail within the parish, visiting two other art trails to see how this might
work. With the excellent level of
public art in place, the historic value of this and the potential for additional art to be
commissioned, created or supported (e.g. the ‘Love Rocks’ project from last year),
building a trail or a series of trails across the parish would be possible.
A suggestion has also been made that we start planning for 2022, where the Queen
celebrates 70 years on the throne – a Platinum Jubilee. There is a fur day weekend
planned to commemorate and one suggestion is that the Carnival returns for a ‘one
off’.
And finally, there was some lower-level flooding within the parish on the 18th June.
There will be a paper that goes to Planning regarding this, but a thank you to those
who helped and a nudge to consider what, if anything, would help in future in terms
of equipment, etc.
* This would usually be covered within delegated powers and / or Operations
Committee, but due to timescales, agreement at Full Council ensures transparency
and compliance, especially with the Café Coordinator role which has been ‘on hold’
for over a year.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The financial costs of these issues are predominantly agreed within existing budgets.
There is a resource implication with the Mears provision (mainly staff costs, but
minor costs in terms of fuel, etc.) and the Café Coordinator post, whilst previously
agreed, was NOT included within the budget for 2021/22 (however, this is a part time
post and will be more than covered by the unexpected surplus from last year).
Recruitment costs will be kept to a minimum but are likely to be in the region of £500.
We will use mainly online, but also social media, JCPlus and other local networks to
reach as many as possible.
The Youth grant is around £9k – this will be used to deliver the project.
STAFFING IMPLICATIONS:
See the main body of the report.
OTHER IMPLICATIONS:
None.
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BACKGROUND PAPERS:
None.
AUTHOR
Steve McNay – Council Manager
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Agenda item: FC 62/21
WOUGHTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Full Council
Tuesday 13th July 2021
PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To open discussion around potentially transferring some funds from the CCLA
deposit fund to the CCLA property fund.
RECOMMENDATION:
1. That the Committee notes the report.
2. That the Committee approves further investigation into the CCLA
property fund prior to final decision on transferring of funds.
3. That the Committee agrees to the RFO drafting a final recommendation
on our investment at the next Full Council meeting.
MAIN ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS:
We currently hold a deposit fund with CCLA, our initial investment was £200,000 into
the CCLA deposit fund scheme, this is an investment scheme which allows us full
flexibility, for example any request for the release of these funds can be actioned by
the next working day.
At 31st May 2021 the fund currently sits at £202,763.75 although modest it does
mean we have seen almost £3000 return on our original investment into the CCLA,
roughly £1000 per year the funds have been in the scheme.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
We had previously discussed the potential to move approximately half of our initial
investment (£100,000) into the CCLA property fund, although due to the COVID19
pandemic and the uncertainty that brought with it we decided to postpone
discussions.
However, this fund differs to the flexibility we have with the deposit fund currently,
and while there may be room for increased return on our money this no doubt comes
with heightened risk. The property fund is used towards property management and
the unit fund value will rise and fall with market value an fluctuations in values and
rents and therefore any investment does come with the risk that the full amount
invested may not be recuperated. They do note that investments are intended for
long-term only and therefore not suitable for money we may wish to utilise/release in
the near future. This investment should be recognised as an investment for a
minimum of five (5) years but potentially even longer. The money can be requested
to be released but only upon on a specific valuation date each month and the CCLA
may impose a period of notice before they return our investment fund.
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I would suggest that due to discussions being postponed last year, further
investigation should be instructed before making such a decision to move our funds
across. I would like to arrange a meeting with our Account Manager at the CCLA so
myself, and the Council Manager can discuss the risks and recommendations for
benefiting from the fund in more detail, I would be keen to speak to the account
manager regarding the performance of the fund especially over the past year due to
Coronavirus and any impact this has or may potentially have on the fund.
While it would be beneficial to attain a higher investment yield on our funds, this
must be assessed against risk and while the current fund we hold is offering a
modest investment return, we are still seeing a positive return with relatively no risk
associated with our funds or the CCLA returning them should this ever be needed.
Due to the nature of the risks associated with this investment, more time is
requested to investigate whether this is to be recommended as a necessary venture
for our Council, at this time. I would suggest a more comprehensive risk assessment
report will be submitted in September once a meeting has been held with our
account manager.
*You should also note, that if we decide to transfer the funds then our AGAR at the
end of 2020/21 will look different with the property fund deposit no longer being listed
as a cash asset, this is nothing to worry about but worth noting our figures will differ
based on how we account for long term and short term investments.
STAFFING IMPLICATIONS:
None perceived.
OTHER IMPLICATIONS:
None perceived.
BACKGROUND PAPERS:
Local authorities property fund fact sheet – 31st March 2021.
AUTHOR
Samone Winsborough
RFO
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Agenda item: FC 63/21
WOUGHTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Full Council
Tuesday 13th July 2021
PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To update the council on defibrillators, with costs, possible benefits, etc. so that
consideration of provision can be discussed.
RECOMMENDATION:
1. That council notes this report.
2. That council revisits previous discussions around the provision of
machines.
3. That council considers whether provision of defibrillators is something
that WCC should offer.
MAIN ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS:
Following recent events and contact from a concerned citizen asking about our
defibrillator provision, it has been suggested that this issue returns for a further
exploration at council, to see whether the view of the council has changed since
previously discussed.
WCC as a parish is home to the Hospital, two GP surgeries and, on the border, sits
the Blue Light Hub which includes the three emergency services (police, fire, and
ambulance). As a result of this provision, WCC has not, to this point, felt it
appropriate or necessary to provide defibrillators, as it is felt that coverage is
sufficient.
Following some recent events, including a footballer having a heart attack and an
incident on Beanhill where someone died, possibly as the result of a cardiac arrest,
the idea of us, as a parish council, providing machines has once again been
suggested. As a result, the Council Manager has undertaken research into provision,
costs, coverage, etc for consideration.
Costs of provision:
Cost of a defib machine is between £600 - £1200, with the likelihood being
somewhere around the £1000 mark for a decent, long lasting machine that meets
the needs.
Cost of a lockable case is £500 upwards, plus installation (please note that some are
mains connected – again, likely that this would be the type of provision we would be
looking at).
Estimated costs per unit, assuming a suitable building can be found, is around
£2000.
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Monthly maintenance and regular replacement costs also to be included – assuming
a monthly visit to each unit, plus 10% costs per year per unit (including depreciation
– this is based on a lifespan of around a decade), this equates to:
-

15 mins per month, x 12 months = 3 hours per year staff time = £45ish
10% per year costs plus depreciation = £200 per year
Total cost per unit, per year = £245.

Assuming that we would be looking to have a machine on each of our estates (and
assuming that there is a suitable site on each estate), the total initial cost would be
around £14,000 with annual costs of around £1700. In reality, the 10-year cost is
£17,000, assuming costs remain static*
*This is due to ‘depreciation’ costs being built in – after 10 years, the process would
all start again, possibly with fewer costs up front as the infrastructure would be there.
Potential sites:
-

PB – Marina?
ES – Community Centre
LH – college?
CH – Hub
BH – Moorlands?
NF – Shops / Comm Centre
TB – Comm Centre

Placement:
Suggestion / advice online is that 100 metres is a reasonable distance to travel to
access a machine. Even if we have them in each of the places noted above, the vast
majority of the parish will remain uncovered by this 100-metre rule.
For example, if one is at the NFMP, there is a 400-metre distance to the shops (800
metre round trip) which, at walking pace, is around 10 minutes.
For Coffee Hall, a similar distance from the Hub to Chapter House or the Islamic
Centre and similar on other estates – if you are near the buildings, then there is a
benefit but most of the parish remains in a position where ambulance response is
quicker.
For a fuller picture, see the map in Figure 1. The area within the red circles is 100
metres of the proposed sites, with 200 metre in yellow and 400 metres in green.
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Median ambulance response times for the ward are 4 minutes (the fastest response
time in the city, perhaps unsurprisingly).
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Medical evidence:
There is evidence to support the provision of defibrillators, but this is secondary to
being able to provide CPR, which is the key to survival – a defib is significantly more
useful if someone is able to.
provide CPR whilst sorting out the machine, etc. Given the exceptional response
times that the ambulance service has locally, ensuring access to someone able to
offer CPR is key. WCC’s commitment to offering training to local people helps fulfil
this need via First Aid and similar – consideration should be given to specific CPR
training for local RA’s, employers, and community stalwarts.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
This provision is not within the budget for this year and, as detailed above, is a
significant financial demand.
The costs associated with provision of CPR training (or first aid training more widely,
to enable interventions for a more common range of issues) are varied, but if buying
in bulk start from around £50 per person (£1000 for up to 24 attendees).
STAFFING IMPLICATIONS:
As noted above, there would be a need for regular checking and maintenance – 2 or
3 hours per month.
OTHER IMPLICATIONS:
The costs above are based upon provision and regular maintenance and do not
include any additional costs associated with any vandalism, damage, etc. Whilst
careful positioning can help reduce the risks associated with this, the risk remains
that the units could be used for activities other than saving lives.
BACKGROUND PAPERS:
None.
AUTHOR
Steve McNay – Council Manager
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Agenda item: FC 64/21
WOUGHTON COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Full Council
Tuesday 13th July 2021
PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To update the committee on the recent floods and actions taken.
RECOMMENDATION:
1. That council notes this report.
2. That the Planning, Licencing and Development Committee takes this
item and continues to develop suitable responses, to include:
a. Further work on the Community Flood Plan.
b. Clarification on equipment request from MKC.
c. Any other work considered suitable regarding flooding in the
parish.
3. That council agrees to the recommendations in BOLD ITALICS
throughout this paper, namely:
a. It is recommended that collective approaches and coordination
are built into any community flood plan or extended incident plan,
as there were clear episodes where duplication or lack of
communication led to worse outcomes / responses.
b. It is recommended that this issue is once again revisited and a
schedule of clearance is published, alongside publicity to
promote the reporting of blocked drains.
c. It is recommended that WCC requests a range of equipment,
alongside permission to use identified space as a new depot, to
enable storage and effective management of this equipment.
d. It is recommended that post 19th July, a refresh of the Community
Flood group is arranged to enable the plan to be further
expanded.
e. It is recommended that any review or refresh of the
Neighbourhood Plan and any WCC involvement in the estate
renewal preparations includes a focus on flood prevention.
MAIN ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS:
Following a yellow weather warning for the period of 17th – 20th June for ‘heavy rain’,
WCC had prepared for the possibility of local impacts, especially following the
historic issues of surface water flooding across the parish.
Early on the afternoon of the 18th (Friday), the first reports of concerns were
reported. At this point, Cllr Sue Smith was allocated the ‘coordinator’ role, taking
calls and login the concerns. There were councillors working across the affected
estates (primarily CH, BH and NF, with some issues on TB) and there was also
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involvement from other agencies, including Fire and Rescue, Ringway, MK Council
and Serco. These had varying levels of positive impact.
It is recommended that collective approaches and coordination are built into
any community flood plan or extended incident plan, as there were clear
episodes where duplication or lack of communication led to worse outcomes /
responses.
In the period immediately prior to the flooding, Cllr Smith had requested drain
clearance to try and prevent any issues coming from this and was assured by MKC
Head of Environment and Waste that he had ‘asked Highways to consider if there
are any gullies or drains that could benefit from emptying within your critical
catchment area in advance of any flood risk or concerns’. The impact seen across
the parish suggests that and consideration and action was not sufficient, as many
incidents appear to be related to blocked drains.
It is recommended that this issue is once again revisited and a schedule of
clearance is published, alongside publicity to promote the reporting of blocked
drains.
The majority of incidents that were reported and logged would be classed as ‘near
misses’ – water was within a small margin of entering properties, but was managed,
either due to the rain stopping or through additional work from councillors, officers or
the Fire Service, using pumps, etc. Despite this, there were once again, properties
that were subject to water ingress and these were, in some cases, properties that
have previously been flooded.
There were also calls from people where there was no immediate risk, but due to
historic flooding, anxieties are raised as soon as water falls from the sky. Provision of
sandbags is a frequent and regular request when rain happens. This is an ongoing
issue and residents living with this level of anxiety and worry is unhelpful at best and
unacceptable in the longer term.
The Council Manager received reports from a number of councillors who were
involved in the response and would like to note the contribution made by these
councillors on the day and in the aftermath – they provided an essential element of
support and helped reduce the impact on numerous households.
The Council Manager has also received a call from MKC in the post flood period.
This was to ask if there is equipment that they could provide to enable WCC to
further improve the response offered – this might include sandbags, pumps, brushes
/ sweepers, etc. This does suggest that the principal authority welcomes WCC
providing services that support their statutory duties but provides additional
challenges – an expectation that WCC will act, a belief that there is somewhere
suitable to securely store the equipment provided (a real challenge currently) and
then to suitably clean and restore the equipment post incident.
It is recommended that WCC requests a range of equipment, alongside
permission to use identified space as a new depot, to enable storage and
effective management of this equipment.
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WCC does have the beginning of a Community Flood plan, but the process to create
this was halted by the past years of lockdowns. As these restrictions begin to reduce,
there is the option to recall the group that started this process to build upon the initial
work and instigate a more detailed ‘incident plan’ when flooding is the incident.
It is recommended that post 19th July, a refresh of the Community Flood group
is arranged to enable the plan to be further expanded.
With four flood incidents in the past 8 years, there is a pattern presenting that
suggests that a level of flooding is something that is going to happen and as such,
having a clear route forward is essential. With estate renewal due on the four estates
with the greatest problems, supporting the inclusion of flood prevention and water
management systems in any development will also be an important part of the future
flood management approach.
It is recommended that any review or refresh of the Neighbourhood Plan and
any WCC involvement in the estate renewal preparations includes a focus on
flood prevention.
Whilst the duties regarding flooding remain with the principal authority (MKC), there
is a clear role for WCC to plan in supporting our residents and promoting effective
approaches to mitigate the impact. Whilst Council needs to ensure that any
additional support that is offered is reasonable, affordable and consistently able to be
delivered, the response during the most recent flooding event suggests that this is
possible, and input makes a difference.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
None noted – any additional equipment may be funded through MKC, but any
maintenance and repairs will become the responsibility of WCC. It is unclear what
this might be in the long term.
STAFFING IMPLICATIONS:
As noted above, any input that WCC has will impact on both officers and councillors.
The reality of this resource must be considered and included in any planning.
OTHER IMPLICATIONS:
None.
BACKGROUND PAPERS:
None.
AUTHOR
Steve McNay – Council Manager
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